Basketball Rally Today

City to Complete Season; Play Lafayette Thursday

Basketball at City College is far from ended! The Office of the President of the College said so, the Board of Higher Education said so, Nat Holman and the team said so. As for the U.C. Coaches, Saturday, and now it is up to the School of Business students to make it unanimous.

A school-wide rally will be held today at 11 in FET. "The rally," stated Dean Thomas L. Norton, "will be a 'Vote of Confidence' to the members of the basketball team that they may play Thursday night against Lafayette. We should definitely come out in a body to show the boys that we are behind them."

Dr. Frank S. Lord, Chairman of the Faculty Athletic Committee and Prof. Sam Winograd, Faculty Board representative, are in charge of the rally. Members of the team will be present, and Coach Nat Holman is expected to attend.

The first official action taken by the College on the "scandal" came from a statement issued yesterday at 1 by President Harry N. Wright as follows:

"The news of the latest basketball scandal comes as a deep and terrible shock to us. We are heartbroken at the recent revelations. In particular we extend our sympathies to the families of the boys.

At present we expect to fulfill our contractual obligations and schedule. As the future is concerned, the College authorities are acting in these cases according to the recommendation of the Faculty Athletic Committee to determine where we will play our games next season and beyond that.

The City College has a long and honorable tradition of service to the community and the nation and athletics have always played an important part of the educational program. The leadership in basketball provided by Professor Holman and his colleagues has been an inspiration.

We have constantly been on our guard to prevent what has taken place from happening again. As a result, the members of the team were continually instructed as far as the possible dangers of this kind.

This morning the three boys involved in the case were interviewed at the City College athletic center and were ordered to leave the campus until further notice.

The Board of Higher Education (BHE) took action at its monthly meeting last night affirming President Wright's statement that the team will be suspended indefinitely. The BHE also decided that board should be set (Continued on Page 2).

Majority of Faculty, Students Urge Support of Hoop Squad

There was a vast diversification of opinion among the students, as students met in small groups to discuss the matter. The majority of students were in favor of the team and the coaching staff, but the minority were against them.

Coach Nat Holman, visibly shaken by the happenings, stated, "Students and alumni alike should get behind the team. The rest of us need your support more than ever."

Dr. Sam Winograd, Faculty Manager of Athletics, mentioned that College officials from the team were of the same mind. They stood by the team.

The sentiment was echoed by the administration, who issued a statement expressing their support for the team.

Champs to Chumps

Only one short year ago the above-pictured players (l. to r., Ed Roman, Ed Warner and Al Roth) were the guiding forces in the greatest triumph in the history of athletics at City College. But this season, they have been banished to the shadows of the past.

They had been All-Scholastics in high school and had compiled excellent records with the varsity team. Last year, what they had done with the varsity and the College scoring records began to fall one by one. Holman "busted" Arvin Dembski's single season scoring mark of 276 by pouring 475 points through the hoop in 29 games for a
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Student Life Department
Enlivens Spirit at College

By Martha Gausman

There is no Student Life Department at the University of New York. This is a terrible
situation, but actually how City College Downtown functions for over a quarter of a
year. The functions of the Student Life Department are carried out of the Student
Body Council and other student organizations. The council meets regularly to discuss
problems and plan activities for the students. The city college is a small school with
limited resources, and the Student Life Department is responsible for creating
programmes and activities that will benefit the students and foster a sense of
community. The Student Life Department is dedicated to improving the lives of the
students and ensuring that they have a positive experience at the University of New
York.
Hillel Plans Sunday Talk On Humor in Jewish Life

By Helene Lev

A speech on "Humor in Jewish Life," will be given at the Hillel Foundation, 115 E. 22 Street, Sunday at 3:30, by Lila Norman, actor and humorist.

In addition, Mr. Norman will present a monologue, "When the Alpen Hocks," by Norman Corwin.

Mr. Norman is a native born Jewish-American actor who was represented in New York, Illinois, and Kansas, consultant of the B'nai B'rith Vocational Guidance Service, having his programs of humor and music life based on authentic traditions.

Saturday, a Melave Malkah and Dance will be held. Admission is by Hillel Card or $1.00 at the door. Refreshments will also be served.

Future programs include three films. The first will be on "Hitler Hunting in New York," while the second film will be "Death of a Salesman." The third film will be on "Courtship and Marriage."
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